
Christmas Candy Project 2021 
This year, even though we do not have a trip to Belarus, we have arranged for you to send a 
candy bag to a child/chaperone in Belarus, that will be delivered by our friends there. Because a 
group is not physically going, we cannot deliver cards or monetary gifts to the kids, but we 
wanted to give you an opportunity to send a Christmas blessing to your child/chaperone!  

Please send this form along with a $20 payment to ABRO. That will cover the candy bags and 
delivery. The cost is higher this year due to the economic situation in Belarus. Everything is more 
expensive and we want to still be able to deliver a quality gift to your child/chaperone! 

This year, delivery is available to all children/chaperones, regardless of location. If the child lives 
in Mogilev or Gomel the candy bags will be delivered in person by our friends in Belarus. If they 
live outside of those locations, candy bags will be mailed to the child/chaperone.  

Candy bags will be delivered around Orthodox Christmas (Jan. 7). Kids usually receive candy in 
Dec., and by mid-Jan. their supply will be low so it’s a perfect time to get more from their friends 
in the US! Also, this is a better time of year for families to be able to meet to pick up the candy 
bags. 

Payment options: 

By Mail: Send this form along with the $20 check made out to ABRO must be postmarked by 
Dec. 22, 2021. 

Electronic: E-mail this form and do an electronic PayPal transfer to usabro01@gmail.com for 
$20. Form and money must be received by Dec. 22, 2021. 

We hope you all have a safe and blessed Christmas season! 

Your Name_____________________________________________________________ 

Your ABRO Group Name__________________________________________________ 

Your E-mail Address______________________________________________________ 

Child/Chaperones Name & Approximate Age__________________________________ 

If you know, the city or village they live in____________________________________ 

Please mail to:   ABRO, P.O. Box 25303, Winston Salem, NC 27114 
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